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The brief:
International Classroom – students of international degree programmes form a highly
inhomogeneous group. How can we build bridges between the different academic,
cultural and social backgrounds of students and create links to the contents of the
curriculum?
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Paper overview
• What is the context (UK and institutional)?
• What does embedding interculturalism in the curriculum look like
in this context?
• Why do we need to do it?
• What is the impact?
• How can we make it sustainable?

http://www.universitiesuk.ac.uk/policy-and analysis/reports/Documents/International/International_Facts_and_Figures_2017.pdf

http://www.universitiesuk.ac.uk/policy-and-analysis/reports/Documents/International/International_Facts_and_Figures_2017.pdf

Internationalisation as transformational learning
In June I took the plane home. I
could feel the French sticking in my
throat, the new muscles in my
mouth. I had my ear open, on the
plane, for the sounds of anyone
speaking French because those
were my sounds now. I was full of
French, it was holding me up,
running through me, a voice in my
head, a tickle in my ear, likely to be
set off at any moment. A counter
language.”
Creative Commons: Flickr, Body-part dance, Ben Dalton, 2008

Kaplan, A. (1993: 70)

• 4 x Focus groups ‘Connecting Cultures’
(May-June 2016)
- Postgraduates who teach
- PG Cert participants/early career, pre-pilot
- PG Cert participants/early career, post-pilot
- Experienced academic colleagues

• Intercultural Colloquium (August 2016)
Created a desire for interdisciplinary,
cross-institutional module on embedding
interculturalism in the curriculum

• Pilot of Module 1 of PCLTHE (Autumn 2016)
Interculturalism as pedagogical ethos

• Pilot of Programme Leader toolkit
(Spring 2017)
Developed by undergraduate student on placement
Module with Academic Development

The danger of a single story

The single story creates stereotypes, and the problem with stereotypes
is not that they are untrue, but that they are incomplete. They make
one story become the only story. (Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie)

Old tongues, Jackie Kay

Why does embedding interculturalism in the curriculum matter?
Defining internationalisation at home in context
Actively using the international class as a resource for learning (Leask, 2015;
Jones & Killick, 2007; Dunne, 2011; Gill, 2016; Jones, 2017)

Knowing that difference is not enough
Managing and negotiating encounters in the classroom – it is not enough to be
an international classroom (eg. Otten, 2003; Dunne, 2009, 2011;
Harrison, 2015; Gill, 2016)
Creating an inclusive curriculum
Embedding interculturalism in the curriculum aligns closely with the increasing
role of Equality & Diversity in the UK Higher Education sector
(see Hockings, 2010; Gunn et al., 2015; Hanesworth et al., 2017)

Suggested principles for embedding IoC
Identify each individual staff and student’s ‘single story’ – what are their
assumptions and prejudices?
Draw on any difference as a positive resource for learning – this is not just about
international students
Create an open environment in which different perspectives are actively
encouraged – embrace the ‘hot moment’ (Carroll, 2015)
Value staff and students’ own experiences and languages – build in peer review
and support
Work with students to co-create their learning - let go of content
Engage students in the informal curriculum across the disciplines – build a
community
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